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AR6: Adaptation is increasingly urgent
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 Global warming has caused 
dangerous and widespread 
disruption in nature and human 
systems, despite adaptation

AR6 WGII Figure SPM.2: Observed global 
and regional impacts on ecosystems and 
human systems attributed to climate change.



AR6: Adaptation is increasingly urgent
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 Global warming has caused 
dangerous and widespread 
disruption in nature and human 
systems, despite adaptation

 Every small increase in 
warming will result in increased 
risks

 Adaptation can reduce risks

AR6 WGII Figure 13.31 &13.29: Burning 
ember diagrams for Key European risks



AR6: Progress on 
adaptation
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AR6 WG II Figure 16.5: Type of 
adaptation responses by global 
region.

AR6 WGII Figure 13.34: Progress of National 
Adaptation in Europe in 2018 and Status of National 
Adaptation Plans and Strategies in 2020



Progress is: 

• Incremental and slow

• Small scale & fragmented

• Unequally distributed

• Single risk focused

• Planning and process focused

AR6: Adaptation is 
taking place, but
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AR6 WGII Figure 16.6. Evidence of 
transformative adaptation by sector and region.



• Adaptation gaps exist for 
most key risks

• The gaps are unequally 
distributed across regions 
and income groups

• Gaps are projected to grow

AR6: Adaptation is 
taking place, but
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Figure 6.4: The Urban Adaptation Gap. Notes: This is a qualitative 
assessment presenting individual, non-comparative data for world regions 
from 25 AR6 CLAs and LAs, the majority from regional chapters.



Reason for gaps: Barriers & constraints
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adaptation as additional stressor conflicting objectives

climate change as distant threat

climate change as plastic word

adaptation as additional stressor

careerist politicians

climate fatigue

climate fatigue

attitude of actors

budged/funding cycles
community disinterest

access of (scientific) knowledge

benefits of adaptation

asymmetric costs and benefits
conflicting strategies to adaptation

communication to public

acquiring of land
additional efforts to adapt

application of climate science

climate fatigue

additional costs to existing projects

climate sceptics cold winters
communicating scientific uncertainties to policy

apathy

adapting individual behaviour

adaptation options available

competing policies

competition for scarce resources

adaptation as concept/word

complexity of climate change

Complexity of decision making

conflicting advice

conflicting incentives to adapt
conflicting interests

lack of funding for training

existing policies and measures

Existing national rules and regulations

fragmentation

financial and economic crisis

financial feasibility of adaptation
financial support structures

focus on the costs of adaptation

framing climate change as environmental
fragmented funding budgets

from decision to implementation

extreme events for policy change

fixed patterns of operation

Greenwashing (unjustified appropriation of environment)

few national efforts

existing European legislation

gradual rate of changes

guidance for decision makers
European Union lags behind

Habits and routines
High costs of adapting

hype of climate change

Identification of specific risk
education of public

fear of failure

ideals

emphasis on negative consequences of climate change

education of professionals

ignorance

Economic development (growth)

distinguish climate from non-climate drivers for change

issues of fairness and equity

economic measures

jargon

conflicting strategies to adaptation

consistency in policy

contradictive science

conservatism

confusion with mitigation

coordination between stages of the policy process

decisive government conflicting timescales

cross sectoral response versus sectoral policy making

Delta report

Institutional inertia lack of acceptance

IPCC errors
lack of adaptive capacity

lack of ambition

lack of capacity

lack of clear national policy drivers or incentives

lack of cooperation

lack of coordination between institutions

lack of coordination between scales

lack of cost-benefit models

lack of funding for research

lack of financial resources

lack of funding for adaptation initiatives

Management understanding Power

priority of adaptation

prevarication (in science)

procrastination

position adaptation high on political agenda 

science-policy gap

reluctance to change

risk management (general approach)

safeguarding adaptation (knowledge and policy)

scale of change needed

Scenario approach to policy making

Quick fixes in policy

role of media

scientific discussions on climate change

Recognition of problem
Public private partnerships

Public perception

sense of responsibility

short-termism in private sector

poor governance

political opposition
sense of urgency (lack of)

political opinions
short-termism

scientific approach to climate change

separation between M and A

Public understanding (lack of)

shrinking responsibilities

small community on adaptation

political competition

practical support/guidelines to adapt are missing

political willingness

public opinion

Present as reference for the future

state of climate science and need to adaptslow turning wheels of politics

specific solutions versus generic objectivesskills knowledge of stakeholders

static policy
politics

tailored climate change knowledge

political discussions

tangibility of future climate change impacts

technological fixes (no faith

technological fixes

political scoring opportunities are low

Political parties

political support involvement

policy silos

Political fear
timing of measures

time staff resources

too few examples of successful adaptation

too much (finance for) research

too much information

political commitment (lack of)

political attention

political understanding (lack of)

policy cycle of four years

top down decision making

no shared language

path dependency of policy
traditional ways of policy making

trust in climate science

top-down and bottom-up approach

turning rate of staff

unawareness (lack of awareness)

perspectives for action

overcomplicated problem

uncertain scale and rate of climate change

uncertainty over the impacts of climate change

uncertainty in climate models

unclear who is responsible

other issues are more urgent

over complicated solutions

perception of the problem

over emphasis on uncertainty
unclear role of adaptation policy

no personal experience as driver to adapt

Uncertainty

uncertainty as excuse to do nothing

unclear costs of not adapting

no participative approach to adaptation

unclear effects of adaptation options

rigidity

Policy (interpretation of)

unclear who is taking the lead on adaptation

unclear who should pay

Ostrich effect (hoping the problem will go away)

valuing long term benefits

unequal drivers across sectors

one dimensional view of climate change impacts

Organisational inertia
no standard for future

unwilling to invest in uncertain issues

unconvinced about the need to adapt

No incentives to adapt

no clear end goal

unconvinced about climate change

NIMBYism

no integrated approach to adaptation

no methodology to adapt
unwilling to work together

neglect need for capacity and change

National government

width of scenarios

naive researchers
need for certainty

motivation to act

newness of climate change adaptation

unknown vulnerabilities

vested interests
need for consensus in politics

missing need to innovate
Mistrust of politicians

mindset of actor

missing opportunities

market failure (big business)

misunderstood concept of climate change

wait-and-see-attitude

visibility of climate change

many actors/sectors involved

mitigation over adaptation

words no deeds 

market failure (no involvement of market parties)

low learning capacity in organisations

negative framing

managing uncertainty

managerial courage

Local understanding (of politicians) of climate change

local/regional approach to adaptation

long term perspective on local level (lack of)

long term impacts of climate change

local adaptive capacity (low)

little use of practical experience

lack of understanding of win-win adaptation options

lack of understanding by decision makers

lack of tools and instruments

lack of policy levers / mechanisms

lack of short term return on investments

lack of pilot projects

lack of motivators

lack of long term vision

Lack of long term budget planning

lack of leadership
lack of knowledge on impacts

lack of methods to finance adaptation

lack of monitoring/evaluation

lack of knowledge exchange

little experience of solutions that work

Lack of knowledge basis

lack of shared aspirations

Lack of social science research on adaptation

lack of joint-up approach
lack of innovative capacity

lack of societal support

lack of indicators for the effectiveness of adaptation

lack of will to be first mover

little joint fact finding

lack of inclusiveness

maladaptation

TITLE-ABS-KEY ( ( climat* AND change ) AND ( adapt* ) AND ( barrier OR constraint ) )

IPCC AR5 WGII CH16 (2014)

Typology of barriers and constraints

• Economic Constraints

• Financial Constraints

• Human Resource Constraints

• Social and Cultural Constraints

• Governance and Institutional Constraints

• Constraints and Competing Values



Barriers to adaptation in AR6: feasibility?
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AR6 WG II Figure SPM.4: Climate responses and 
adaptation options, organized by System Transitions and 
Representative Key Risks (RKRs)



AR6: Closing the gaps?
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‘Barriers to adaptation’ model to explain ‘gaps’
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Black BoxInput Output

Observer / 
participant

Barriers



 Incomplete observations (tacit knowledge, experience,...)

 Simplifying complex reality in heuristic devices

 Solution = mirror of problem

 Weak understanding of causation (‘itemization’)

 Context-(in)sensitivity

 Weak basis for policy design or to close adaptation gaps (overcome 
barriers)

‘Barriers to adaptation’ model to explain ‘gaps’

14



Plea for causality: mechanism-based model
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 Strengthen decision-makers’ 
analytical capacity: what to 
analyse and why?

 Informs how the policy tool box 
of can be organised and used 
in an effective and 
implementable way

 Identify the leverage points to 
overcome deadlocks and open-
up processes

Biesbroek and Candel (2020) Policy Sciences (53) 61–84
Capano and Howlett (2021) Public Policy and Administration 36(2) 141-162



Plea for causality: mechanism-based model
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 Mechanism as ‘theoretical 
propositions about causal 
tendencies’ as sets of entities 
and activities that – under 
certain conditions – produce a 
regular series of changes. 

A

B

C

Frame polarization 

Biesbroek et al (2014) Global Environmental Change 26: 108-118



Plea for causality: activators, chains and context
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Policy feedback as types of mechanism for policy stability and change

 Positive feedback effects develop lock-in effects over time and stabilises a 
specific path 

● E.g. increasing return mechanisms

 Negative feedback effects develop avoids the expected outcomes and can 
advance self-undermining policy reform and change processes

● E.g. self-undermining dynamics

Policy feedback effects

18



Capture dynamic complexity of 
adaptation policy: causal loops

Mechanisms:

• Framing reproduction

• Adaptive expectations

• Economies of scale

• Learning effects

• Business network effects

Policy feedback 
effects

19Groen et al (forth) Re-examining policy stability in 
climate adaptation through a lock-in perspective, JEPP 



Capture dynamic complexity of 
adaptation policy: causal loops

But:

• Are all mechanisms important?

• Temporal/processual perspective?

• What is the x-y relationship?

• Where are points for action?

• Role of context?

Policy feedback 
effects

20Groen et al (forth) Re-examining policy stability in 
climate adaptation through a lock-in perspective, JEPP 



 ‘Unlocking’ (flexibility, adaptive) 
as solution to close gaps, but

 Positive feedback are crucial to 
stabilize adaptation actions

● Ensure low transaction 
costs, increasing returns

 Importance of mechanism-based 
policy design to un/re-lock policy

Policy feedback effects: stability-change-stability
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 From descriptive barriers to explanatory & hypothesis testing studies

 Theoretical and methodological advancements

 Evidence synthesis & AR7 – what works where (and how)

 Building knowledge base for effective policy design

Plea for causality: conclusion
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Thank you!

E: robbert.biesbroek@wur.nl
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robbert.biesbroek@wur.nl

nl.linkedin.com/in/robbertbiesbroek

researchgate.net/profile/Robbert_Biesbroek

@R_Biesbroek

www.TRAC3.ca

https://scholar.google.nl/citations?user=cnX27xUAAAAJ&hl=nl
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